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Preface 
 
 
The Japanese Technical Intern Training Program (TITP) aims to accept young workers from 
various countries, who then obtain Japanese industrial and vocational skills in Japan, thereby, 
contributing to the improvement of their occupational lives after their return to home 
countries, and also to the development of industries and business enterprises in their 
countries.  
 
In order to achieve this goal, it is important, for not only accepting organizations and overseas 
sending organizations but also technical intern trainees who engage in technical intern 
training activities, to fully understand the program and take action in accordance with the 
spirit of the program. 
 
However, various problems have occurred since this program was established, and the 
Japanese government determined that there was a need to revise the program. As a result, the 
Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act was amended in July 2009 and a new 
TITP took effect in July 1, 2010. For the new program, a new legal status for technical intern 
trainees has been established and the protections provided by labor-related laws and 
regulations are to be applied to technical intern trainees from the first year of their stay in 
Japan. The responsibilities and supervision of accepting organizations were also strengthened.  
 
As an organization which supports and guides all the parties concerned to produce results in 
international human resource development through appropriate and smooth operation of the 
program, the Japan International Training Cooperation Organization (JITCO) created a 
Technical Intern Training Guidebook for technical intern trainees, so that they can understand 
the program correctly and engage in technical intern training activities free from anxiety. In 
addition to the Japanese version, foreign language versions such as English, Chinese, 
Indonesian, Vietnamese, Thai and Filipino are available.  
 
We hope that technical intern trainees and other parties concerned including sending 
organizations and accepting organizations will frequently refer to and make use of the 
guidebook.  
 
 

Japan International Training Cooperation Organization 
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<How to use this guidebook> 
 
1. This guidebook was created with the aim that those who wish to participate in technical 

intern training in Japan can fully understand the Technical Intern Training Program 
(TITP) before coming to Japan, engage in technical intern training activities free from 
anxiety, complete the technical intern training activities as planned and return to their 
home countries.  

 
2. In the new TITP which took effect in July 2010, Japanese labor-related laws and 

regulations shall be applied to technical intern trainees from the first year of their stay in 
Japan. A technical intern trainee must also conclude an employment contract with an 
accepting company before entry into Japan. Therefore, technical intern trainees are 
advised to fully understand the outline of Japanese labor-related laws.  

  
3. The Japanese TITP is complicated and various people are involved. This guidebook 

explains the program in a simple manner so that technical intern trainees can understand 
it easily. If any question arises during your stay in Japan, we strongly recommend that 
you read this guidebook again rather than worrying about it alone. This should help you 
solve the problem.  

 
The following are the definitions of the words used in this guidebook. 
 
(1) Accepting organization: This corresponds to the “supervising organization” described in 

the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act.  
 
(2) Accepting company: This corresponds to the “implementing organization” described in 

the Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act. It is a company where technical 
intern trainees will work. 

 
(3) Accepting facilities: It refers to both supervising organizations and implementing 

organizations. 
 
(4)  Sending organization: It is an organization which concludes an agreement on sending 

and accepting technical intern trainees with an accepting organization and dispatches 
technical intern trainees to Japan. 
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I Technical Intern Training Program (TITP) of Japan 

1.   Objectives of the program 

The Technical Intern Training Program (TITP) is a program where young workers from 
various overseas countries acquire industrial and vocational skills as technical intern 
trainees at companies in Japan, and then improve their acquired skills through further 
two years technical intern training, so that they can utilize such skills for economic and 
industrial development after their return to home countries. In other words, the TITP 
aims to develop human resources who can contribute to the industrial development of 
foreign countries through transfer of Japanese technology.  
 

2. Outline of the program 

There are two types of acceptance of technical intern trainees: “acceptance supervised 
by organizations” and “acceptance managed by individual enterprises.”  
 
Types of acceptance of 
technical intern trainees 

 Acceptance supervised by 
organizations 
Acceptance managed by individual 
enterprises 

 
This guidebook explains “acceptance supervised by organizations,” where a Japanese 
accepting organization accepts technical intern trainees through an overseas sending 
organization. 
 
(1) The status of residence and activities for the first year Technical Intern Training 

The status of residence for the first year of technical intern training is “technical 
intern training (i)(b).” Those who have this status of residence can engage in the 
following two types of activities. 
 
1) “Activities to acquire knowledge” through lectures conducted by an accepting 

organization soon after entry into Japan 
2) “Activities to acquire skills” conducted based on employment contract with 

an accepting company 
 

(2) The status of residence and activities for the second and third year Technical 
Intern Training 

The status of residence for the second and third year technical intern training is 
“technical intern training (ii)(b).” Those who have this status of residence can 
engage in the following activities. 
 
“Activities, for a person, who has acquired skills by engaging in activities for the 
first year technical intern training, to engage in the same operation at the same 
company as in the first year based on employment contract, in order to further 
acquaint such skills.” 
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(3) Technical Intern Trainee’s period of stay  

Technical intern trainees can stay in Japan for a maximum of three years under the 
status of residence “technical intern training (i)(b) and (ii)(b)”. 
 

(4) Requirements for Technical Intern Trainee 

The requirements for a person to enter Japan as a technical intern trainee are 
stipulated in the related laws and regulations of the Ministry of Justice as follows. 
 
1) The skills to be acquired must not be simple work. 
2) Technical intern trainee must be age 18 or over and must be scheduled for 

engaging in the work which requires the technical skills acquired in Japan 
after his/her return to his/her home country. 

3) The skills to be acquired must be impossible or difficult to obtain in his/her 
home country. 

4) Technical intern trainee must have working experience which requires the 
same type of technical skills as one that is the subject of technical intern 
training in Japan. 

5) Technical intern trainee must be recommended by the national government or 
local governments of his/her home country. 

6) A deposit must not be collected from technical intern trainee, his/her spouse 
and relatives by sending organization and so on.  

 
(5) Requirements for change of status of residence for the second year Technical 

Intern Training  

The requirements for change of status of residence from “technical intern training 
(i)(b) to “technical intern training (ii)(b)” which is the status of residence for the 
second year of the technical intern training are as follows.  
 
1) Technical intern trainee must be scheduled for engaging in the work which 

requires the technical skills acquired in Japan after his/her return to his/her 
home country. 

2) Technical intern trainee must pass the Basic Grade 2 of the National Trade 
Skills Tests or its equivalent.  

3) Technical intern trainee intends to acquire further practical skills based on 
plans for technical intern training. 

4) Technical intern training for the second and third year must be conducted at 
the same company and with the same type of occupation as the first year.  

 
(6) Occupations and selective works for transfer to the second year Technical Intern 

Training 

Occupations and selective works under which technical intern trainees can 
transfer to the second year technical intern training are 66 types and 123 works, as 
of April 1, 2010. 
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3. Diagram of the program framework 

The following shows a diagram of the program framework. 
 

 
 
 
II What is needed for Technical Intern Trainees  

When looking at past problems, their major cause is attributable to the fact that both sending 
and accepting parties sent/accepted trainees and technical intern trainees without a proper 
understanding of the program. The aim of the program is not accepting unskilled laborers or 
those who want make money. This section explains several points to which those who wish to 
participate in technical intern training in Japan have to pay attention. 
 
1. Correct understanding of the TITP 

The TITP’s objective is “human resource development,” where the participants of the 
program will utilize industrial and vocational skills acquired through technical intern 
training in Japan for the industrial development of their countries, after their return to 
home country. Therefore, it is necessary, for those who wish to participate in technical 
intern training in Japan, to understand properly the objective of the TITP and to be 
motivated to acquire skills.  

 
2. Learning basic Japanese 

In order for a technical intern trainee to live a safe and healthy life in Japan and acquire 
industrial skills properly, it is extremely important for him/her to be able to understand 
Japanese. He/she might have to worry about problems alone due to difficulties in 
communicating with Japanese personnel at the accepting organizations. In order to 
avoid such situation, we recommend that you make it a habit of learning Japanese for a 

Under supervision and responsibilities of accepting organizations 

Pass the National Trade Skills 
Tests, Basic Grade 2

First year 

“Technical intern training (i)(b)” 

Second year Third year 

“Technical intern training (ii)(b)” “Technical intern training (ii)(b)”

Lectures Acquiring skills at a 
company 

Technical intern training of approved occupation for transfer to 
technical intern training (ii) at the same company as first year 

Procedures to change 
the status of residence.

Two months 

Labor-related laws and regulations are applied 
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certain number of hours a day before coming to Japan and that you get used to Japanese 
pronunciation and basic expressions. 

 
3. Learning rules necessary for living in Japan 

A technical intern trainee will live in Japan for a 
maximum of three years. Therefore, he/she needs to 
know the rules for living in Japan in advance. It is 
important to understand Japanese traffic regulations 
including rules when you ride a bicycle, because the 
number of traffic accidents has increased in recent 
years. It is also recommended that you learn how to 
use public transport systems, how to make an 
international call, how to do shopping, how to put out 
garbage, how to use banks and post offices.  
 
It is also necessary to separate your belongings from 
other people’s belongings in order to avoid problems.  

 
4. Being in good health 

There are differences between Japan and your home country in many ways such as 
climate, natural environment, lifestyle, food, religion, national character, language. In 
order to adapt to life in Japan and concentrate on activities to acquire skills, you need to 
be in good health physically and mentally. 

 
 
III Treatment of Technical Intern Trainees 

Under the new TITP which took effect on July 1, 2010, a technical intern trainee is required to 
sign an employment contract with an accepting company before entering Japan. Therefore, 
when you are selected as a technical intern trainee by a Japanese accepting organization after 
the final interview with them, you have to sign an employment contract with an accepting 
company. This section explains some points to which you have to pay attention when 
signing the contract.  
 
1. Confirmation of job information 

After obtaining job information from a Japanese accepting organization, a sending 
organization starts recruiting technical intern trainee candidates. If you find that 
technical intern training meets your objectives, we recommend that you apply for a 
technical intern trainee after obtaining consent of your family. It is important to check 
the content of the job information upon applying for it. In particular, you should pay 
attention to the following points. 

 
 Kind of work to be engaged in (type of 

occupation) 
 The site where technical intern training 

will be implemented 
 Working hours per day  Working hours per week 
 Estimated wage per month  Various deduction amounts 
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2. Signing of employment contract with Japanese accepting company 

After you have applied for recruitment for 
technical intern trainee candidates, firstly sending 
organization conducts a simple written 
examination and interviews, and then accepting 
organization conducts a written examination, a 
skill test and interviews. If you pass these tests, 
you will sign an employment contract with a 
Japanese accepting company. The employment 
contract will come into effect when you start “the 
activities to acquire skills.” 

 
3. Confirmation of content of employment terms and conditions 

When signing an employment contract, accepting organization or accepting company 
will explain employment conditions in details. Please make sure that you understand the 
conditions that apply to you. If you cannot agree with conditions, it is recommended 
that you discuss it with accepting organization in order to change conditions which you 
can accept. If the offered conditions are acceptable to you, you will sign an employment 
contract, and also employment terms and conditions or the notice of employment. 
Signing employment terms and conditions means that you have had a full explanation 
on employment conditions from accepting organization and that you have fully 
understood them. 
 
The employment terms and conditions consist of the following items. 
 
1) Employment contract period 
2) Place of employment 
3) Kind of work (occupation, selective work) 
4) Working hours, etc. 
5) Days off and leave  
6) Wage 
7) Termination of employment 
8) Social insurance, labor insurance, medical examination 

 
4. Signing of contract with sending organization 

In tandem with signing of an employment contract with a Japanese accepting company, 
a technical intern trainee candidate who has passed final examination, will sign a 
dispatch contract with a sending organization. This dispatch contract stipulates rights of 
technical intern trainees and matters to be complied with. The treatment of a trainee in 
Japan stated in this contract must correspond to the content provided in the employment 
contract of accepting company.  

 
5. Treatment during lecture period 

Since, lectures given by accepting organizations just after entry into Japan, commence 
before accepting companies start implementing technical intern training based on 
employment contract, accepting organizations pay, as allowance for lectures, living 
costs that technical intern trainees need during lecture period. When you sign an 
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employment contract with an accepting company, please check the amount of monthly 
allowance for lectures. Allowance for lectures is not subject to income tax, because it is 
not a wage. 

 
 
IV Labor-related laws and regulations in Japan 

This section explains Japanese labor-related laws and regulations which shall be applied to   
technical intern trainees from the time they start activities to acquire skills at accepting 
companies, after completing lectures conducted soon after their entry into Japan.  
 
1. Working hours, days off and leave 

(1) Working hours and work breaks 

1) Working hours are calculated by subtracting work break from on-duty hours 
from starting time to ending time. Commuting time is not included in   
working hours.  

2) It is stipulated by law that working hours shall be a maximum of eight hours 
per day and 40 hours per week. Overwork in excess of statutory working 
hours is object of payment of extra wages.  

3) Accepting companies must give technical intern trainees a work break   
during working hours as follows: at least a 45-minute work break in case  
working hours per day exceed six hours, and at least a one-hour work break 
in case working hours per day exceed eight hours. 

4) In case busyness varies from season to season, accepting companies may 
adopt a variable working hour system after completing the designated 
procedures. 

 

 
 

(2) Days off and leave 

1) Accepting companies must give technical intern trainees at least one day off 
per week or four days off in a four-week period. 

2) If technical intern trainees have reported for work at least 80% of the total 
working days during the first six months of their starting activities to acquire 
skills, annual paid leave of 10 days is granted to them. After that, annual paid 
leave will be added by one day for every year that they continue to work at 
the company.  
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3) The aim of annual paid leave is to provide technical intern trainees with 
holidays in order to recover from physical and mental exhaustion. Therefore, 
technical intern trainees must not ask accepting companies to buy the said 
leave.  

 
2. Wages 

(1) Five principles for payment of wages 

In order to ensure that wages are properly paid, the Labour Standards Law 
stipulates the following five principles for payment of wages.  
 
1) Payment in currency 

Wages must be paid in currency (the Japanese yen). 
2) Direct payment 

Wages must be paid directly to technical intern trainees. 
3) Payment in full 

Wages must be paid in full. 
4) Payment per month 

Wages must be paid at least once a month. 
5) Payment at a definite date 

A payment date must be fixed and wages must be paid at a definite date. 
 

(2) Transfer of wages into bank account 

Transfer of wages into bank account is possible as an exception to the principle of 
“payment in currency”, provided that a labor-management agreement on transfer 
of wages into bank accounts has been concluded at accepting companies, and that 
the following requirements are met. 
 
1) With consent of technical intern trainees  
2) Wages are transferred into deposit or savings account designated by the 

technical intern trainees.  
3) The total amount of transferred wages can be withdrawn at a definite wage 

payment day.  
 

(3) Items to be deducted from wages 

As exceptions from the principle of “payment in full”, the items shown below can 
be deducted from wages. 
 
1) Income tax, residential tax, social insurance premiums and labor insurance 

premiums 
It is legally permitted in Japan to withhold income tax and residential tax at 
source or to deduct premiums for social and labor insurances from wages 

2) Dormitory fees, utility fees 
In order to deduct these fees from wages, accepting companies must conclude 
a labor-management agreement on it.  
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(4) Extra wages 

Accepting companies must pay extra wages increased by a specific percentage or 
more to technical intern trainees when they ordered them to work overtime, on 
days off or late at night.  
 
1) Overtime work (exceeding the statutory working hours):  

Not less than 25% (in principle) 
2) Night work (conducted between 10:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m.): 

 Not less than 25%  
3) Work on days off (work on statutory holidays):  

Not less than 35%  
 

(5) Minimum wages 

In Japan, minimum wages are stipulated in the Minimum Wages Law and to pay 
wages less than minimum wages is an infringement of the Minimum Wages Law. 
There are two types of minimum wages as shown below. The regional minimum 
wages described in 1) below is revised in October every year.  
 
1) Regional minimum wages  

Regional minimum wages are decided for each prefecture and they are 
applied to workers who work in each prefecture. 

2) Specified (industrial) minimum wages 
They are applied to workers who engage in a specific industry in each 
prefecture. 

 
3. Safety and health, health care 

(1) When technical intern trainees start activities to acquire skills after completion of 
lectures, accepting companies give educations for safety and health. Please make 
sure to receive educations and comply with the necessary matters. 

 
(2) If you are going to engage in operations which cannot be conducted without a 

qualification or without completing special safety and health education (such as   
operation of cranes, slinging and forklifts), please make sure to obtain relevant 
license, to complete skills training or to receive special education before your 
engagement in said operation.  

 
(3) For health management, a necessary medical examination is conducted when 

technical intern trainees are employed and regularly every year after that. Please 
make sure that you take medical examination. 

 
4. Labor insurance 

Workmen’s accident compensation insurance and employment insurance are 
collectively called labor insurance. If an accepting company employs at least a worker, 
it must take out labor insurance, except for a business employing only family members 
or relatives living together. An individual farmer who employs less than five workers is 
not required to take out labor insurance, but it is recommended to do so in order to  
prepare for employees’ injuries during farm work. 
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(1) Workmen’s accident compensation insurance 

Insurance money is provided for injuries, illness, death, etc. of workers in the 
course of business or commuting. An accepting company bears a full amount of 
insurance premium.  
 

(2) Employment Insurance 

Necessary insurance money is paid when a technical intern trainee has lost 
employment or when it is impossible for accepting companies to continue 
employing technical intern trainees. An accepting company and technical intern 
trainee share insurance premium at a fixed percentage. 

 
 
V Social insurance in Japan 

In Japan, there are two public medical insurance schemes, namely national health insurance 
and health insurance, and two public pension schemes, namely national pension and 
employee’s pension. The following explains these four insurance schemes. 
 
1. National health insurance 

The national health insurance is a social insurance scheme based on the National Health 
Insurance Act, which covers medical expenses when a person becomes ill or suffers 
injury. When a person receives medical treatment at a hospital, the person needs to pay 
30% of the medical expenses. 
 

2. Health Insurance 

The health insurance is a medical insurance system which covers medical expenses 
when a person who works at a private company becomes ill or suffers injury for reasons 
other than work. The beneficiary needs to pay 30% of the medical expenses. An 
accepting company and an technical intern trainee go halves with insurance premium.  
 

 
 

3. National pension 

The national pension is a compulsory pension system applied to all people in Japan 
(including foreign citizens domicile in Japan). The aims of the system are to provide old 
age pensions, disability pensions and survivor’s pensions. 
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4. Employee’s pension insurance 

The employee’s pension insurance is a pension system compulsorily applied to 
incorporated companies which employ workers full-time. The aims of the system are to 
provide old age pensions, disability pensions and survivor’s pensions. An accepting 
company and a technical intern trainee go halves with insurance premium. 
 

5. Lump-sum withdrawal payments 

Since a period of stay for technical intern trainees is short, the lump-sum withdrawal 
payments system for the national pension and the employee’s pension insurance applies 
to them. Technical intern trainees can receive lump-sum withdrawal payments, if they 
claim the said payments within two years of returning to home country, provided all of 
the following requirements are met. 
 
(1) Not to possess Japanese nationality. 
(2) To have paid insurance premiums for the national pension or the employee’s 

pension insurance for six months or more. 
(3) Not to domicile in Japan. 
(4) Not to have had a right to receive a pension (including disability allowance). 

 
 
VI Points to note during stay in Japan 

In order to enjoy a healthy, pleasant life without problems in Japan, it is necessary to follow 
Japanese laws and regulations as well as the rules and manners of Japanese society. This 
section explains the points to note during your stay in Japan. Please keep in mind them prior 
to coming to Japan. 
 
1. Prohibition on activities other than those permitted under status of residence 

“Technical Intern Training” 

Activities that technical intern trainees can conduct are stipulated in the Immigration 
Control Law. A side job or a part-time job is prohibited because such jobs are regarded 
as activities other than those permitted under status of residence “Technical Intern 
Trainee”. Please never conduct activities other than those permitted under your status of  
residence, otherwise you may be deported to your country. 
 

2. Rejecting offers from outsiders 

There are cases where outsiders approach you by saying that you can earn more money 
if you work at a different company. You must not believe such offers and leave an 
accepting company to work at another company in Japan. 
 

3. Control of passport and alien registration card 

After entry into Japan, technical intern trainees must carry their passport until an alien 
registration card is issued. Once alien registration card has been issued, they must carry   
alien registration card at all times instead of passport. Since passports are necessary for 
procedures for both extension of period of stay and change of status of residence. For 
the rest, please keep your passport in a safe place in order to prevent it from stolen.  
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4. Observance of traffic regulations 

Every year, some technical intern trainees get 
involved in traffic accidents. “Cars on the left and 
people on the right” is the basic rule in Japan. Please 
never forget this rule. Japanese drive cars in 
accordance with traffic lights. Therefore, please 
never try to cross a road when traffic light for 
pedestrians is red. You are risking your life by 
crossing a road in this way, because vehicles do not 
stop when traffic light for vehicles is green. 
 
When you ride a bicycle, please cycle carefully on 
the left side of a road and obey traffic light, in order 
to avoid an accident. 
 

5. Control of passbook  

Technical intern trainees should take care of cash, passbook, seal, and banking card. It is 
prohibited that accepting companies or organizations take custody of these items on 
behalf of technical intern trainees. 
 

 
 

6. Health care 

There are cases where technical intern trainees suffer injury, get ill, or become mental 
disease due to a feeling of strangeness caused by living overseas for the first time during   
technical intern training. It is important for technical intern trainees to maintain a 
nutritionally balanced diet. If you have problems, it is much better for you to consult 
with your colleagues or adviser assisting technical intern trainees with living in Japan,   
rather than worrying about it alone, as well as to keep in touch with your family in your 
home country. JITCO provides mental health counseling services.  
 

7. Prevention of accidents during Technical Intern Training 

It is a responsibility of accepting organizations to manage safety and health during 
technical intern training. However, it is advised that technical intern trainees should 
follow instructions of accepting organizations and strive for safety, in order to avoid 
accidents. In particular, technical intern trainees should keep in mind the following 
points. 
 
(1) To follow instructions of your technical intern training coordinator and your boss 

at a workplace. 
(2) To follow work procedures and not to take action arbitrarily. 
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(3) To carry out safety checks when working on high places, or handling materials 
with risk of falling or high heat materials. 

(4) To wear a safety hat, safety shoes, gloves, glasses, a mask, a safety belt, if 
required.  

(5) To keep your workplace clean and tidy. 
 

8. Disposal of garbage 

In Japan, municipalities collect household 
garbage sorted into different types, in order to 
prevent environmental pollution and reduce 
carbon dioxide. The dates for collection of 
different types of garbage vary depending on each 
municipality. Therefore, technical intern trainees 
should sort and take out a specified type of 
garbage on a specified day in accordance with  
instructions of adviser assisting technical intern 
trainees with living in Japan.  
 

9. Residential tax 

In Japan, a residential tax is levied on the previous calendar year’s income. Therefore,  
you do not need to pay residential tax in the year of your entry into Japan, but in the 
year when he/she leaves Japan, he/she is required to complete the full payment of the 
residential tax levied on the previous year’s income. In this case, please note that the 
accepting company may deduct the full amount of the unpaid residential tax from the 
final salary, for the purpose of tax payment.  

 
 
VII Contact information 

Under the new TITP, accepting organizations are required to provide consultation services to 
technical intern trainees. At lectures conducted after entry into Japan, accepting organizations 
must explain when and with whom technical intern trainees can consult. If you are in trouble 
or have a problem, you should first consult with an accepting organization.  
 
It would be good if all problems could be solved by consulting with accepting organization, 
but it is not always so. The followings are contact information with which you could consult if   
problems cannot be solved by consulting with accepting organizations. 
 
1. JITCO native-language counseling 

Chinese, Indonesian and Vietnamese staff members who are familiar with the TITP and 
its operation provide native-language counseling for technical intern trainees by 
telephone and mail. 
 

Toll-free telephone number: 0120-022332 
Normal telephone number: 03-6430-1111 
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Language Days in service Hours in service 
Indonesian Every Tuesday 11:00-19:00 (lunch break: 13:00-14:00) 

 Every Saturday 13:00-20:00 
Chinese Every Thursday 11:00-19:00 (lunch break: 13:00-14:00) 

 Every Saturday 13:00-20:00 
   

Vietnamese Every Friday 11:00-19:00 (lunch break: 13:00-14:00) 
 Every Saturday 13:00-20:00 

 
2. JITCO health and medical consultation  

JITCO consulting physician provides a free consultation service in Japanese concerning 
medical examination and how to see a doctor at a hospital, on the first Wednesday of 
every month (14:00-17:00). Services are provided both on the phone and by visiting 
JITCO. Please make a reservation if you wish to visit JITCO to see a doctor.  

Telephone: 03-6430-1118 
 

3. JITCO mental health consultation 

A professional counselor provides counseling services in Japanese for technical intern 
trainees who are concerned about their mental health. 
Everyday (except for Saturday, Sunday and public holidays), 9:00-17:00 

Telephone: 03-6430-1173 
 

4. Regional Immigration Bureaus 

Regional immigration bureaus instruct and supervise accepting organizations and 
companies to operate the TITP appropriately. It may be better to consult with a regional 
immigration bureau according to nature of problem. If you are not sure whether or not 
you should contact a regional immigration bureau, please consult JITCO. 
 

5. Supervision Division of the Prefectural Labour Department 

Supervision Divisions of each Prefectural Labour Department instruct and supervise 
accepting companies to comply with labor-related laws and regulations, such as the 
Labour Standards Law, the Minimum Wages Law and the Workmen’s Accident 
Compensation Insurance Law. If your employment conditions are not preserved, please 
consult a consultation desk for foreign citizens at Supervision Division of Prefectural 
Labour Department.  
 

6. Embassy and Consulates  

Individual governments have an embassy and consulates in Japan and give them   
important roles to protect their citizens. Embassies and consulates are reliable for 
technical intern trainees. It is important that technical intern trainees check contact 
information for their embassy and consulates in Japan prior to coming to Japan.  
 

7. Sending organization’s representatives in Japan 

The number of sending organizations which have established liaison offices in Japan 
and deploy representatives in Japan is increasing. It is recommended that you check 
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their contact information before coming to Japan, because you may easily consult with 
them in your own language. 

 
 
VIII JITCO 

JITCO is a public foundation established in 1991 under the joint-jurisdiction of five 
Ministries: the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Health, 
Labour and Welfare, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, and the Ministry of Land, 
Infrastructure, Transportation and Tourism. Fundamental purpose of JITCO is to contribute to 
a smooth and appropriate operation of the TITP. Our missions are as follows: 
 
1. To provide comprehensive support and assistance together with advice and instructions 

for private organizations and companies which accept technical intern trainees and also 
for overseas sending organization.  

 
2. To provide consultation services for technical intern trainees and support and advise 

them in order to ensure their legal rights provided by Japanese laws and regulations. 
 
3. To support accepting organizations, accepting companies, technical intern trainees, 

sending organizations, in order for them to successfully conduct and complete  
technical intern trainings, which is the purpose of the TITP.  
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�
Employment Contract for Technical Intern Training  

�� �� �� �� �� �� 	� �� 
� �� �� � ��
 

The organization implementing the technical intern training _____________________ (hereinafter 
“Implementing Organization”) and the technical intern trainee (or technical intern trainee candidate) 
____________________ (hereinafter “Technical Intern Trainee”) agree to enter into this Employment 
Contract under the terms and conditions prescribed in the separate Employment Terms and Conditions 
for Technical Intern Training.
�������� � � � � � � � � � 	
��������������	���������

� � � � � � � � � � 	
����������� !"#$%&'()*+,-./(0�#$1

2�3456��

This Employment Contract becomes effective when the Technical Intern Trainee enters Japan under 
the “Technical Intern Training (i)- � ” status of residence and commences activities toward acquiring 
skills that are permitted under the said status. 
7#$12���8�9:;<�����=>� � �(?@7A(BCDE�F9:;<"��G�

HI56JK�LM56NO�PQERS��T6P"�56��

In cases where the Technical Intern Trainee’s actual date of entry into Japan is different from his/her 
scheduled date of entry, the employment period specified in the Employment Terms and Conditions for 
Technical Intern Training (commencement and termination of employment contract) shall be modified 
in accordance with the actual date of entry. 
#$%&'()*"#$12UV	#$12"MU�WU����"BCX8BCYZX�[\D-]^

(���_"BCX(`QEab+,6P"�56�

If, for some reason or other, the Technical Intern Trainee loses his/her status of residence, this 
Employment Contract shall be terminated at that point.
cd��8efg"hij9:;<�klD-NOj#$12�Wm56P"�56��

In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed this Employment Contract and the  Employment 
Terms and Conditions for Technical Intern Training in duplicate, and each party shall keep one copy of 
the originals. 
#$12'no#$%&'�pqrsD��t,u,8vw56P"�56��
�
�
�

�

� � � � � � (year)� � � (month)_____(day) 
x� � � � � y� � � ���X�

Implementing Organization:    � � � � � � � �  (seal)    Technical Intern Trainee:  

�� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � z� � ���� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

 (Signature of technical intern Trainee)�
�

	�������{|}�~��{��{�z�� � � � � � � � 	�����"��� 

JITCO Format 10-38
�������	
��

Name of implementing organization, name and 
title of representative, seal 
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� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ������ � � � �

Schedule of Employment Terms and Conditions                English format�
�� � ��� � �� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �������� � #$%&'��������������������������� � � � � � � � � � ���� ���
�

�� Course for Technical Internship Program 1 only����������� Course for Technical Internship Program 2�
� =>"�"��������������������������������������p>����

(year)           (month)       (day)
To:�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������x� � � � � � � � y� � � � � X
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

Accepting organization 
�������� � �� � � � � � � � �������������� � � � � � � � � � � �

Address�
�� 9� �� � � �������������������������������� � � � � � � � � � � ��

Telephone number�
������>� � ���������������������������� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

Name and title of representative� � � � � � � � � �          � � � � � � Seal�
|}������� �������������������� � � � � � � � � � � � � ������ z�

�

����Employment Contract Period�
#$12UV�

=��Employment contract period 
#$12UV� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

� �� ���� (From _____ (year) _____ (month) ___ (day) to _____ (year)_____ (month) ___ (day)) 
� 	� � � x� � �y� � �X� �� � � x� � y� � X�������������������� Scheduled date of entry into Japan: ___ (month) __ (day)

BCYZX� ��������������������� y� ���� X

��� p�Renewal of contract 
12"b�"w�� �
�� Contract will not be renewed.� � � �� Contract will be renewed in principle. 

� � � �������12"b��Dc�� � � � ������� ���DEb�56�

(The contract may not be renewed depending on the renewal evaluation criteria, or if the accepting organization has changed for financial reasons 
or cannot renew the contract due to a downturn in business performance.) 
	b�"����{� ¡(?@�������ab56G�¢£"� ¤¥8¦D§¨©D-]^(��12�b�Dc�]^

8ª6�«�

¬�Place of Employment�
®"]��

�¯̄�Expected Duties (Job Description, Tasks) 
0h5°±®²	�³{r®�"./�

�´́�Working Hours, etc.�
µ¶NVG�

��=�Starting and ending times                   Scheduled working hours per day: ______ hrs. _______ mins.�
M®{W®"N·G�������������������������������=X"�Zµ¶NV¸� � � NV� � � ¹�

���	º�Starting time (__:__)  � � �    Ending time (__:__)�
M®	� � N� � ¹�� � � � W®	� � N� � ¹��

����»¼«½Applicable systems¾�
½¿"ÀÁ8µ¶�(Â$+,6]^¾�

�� � � �� Irregular labor system: Irregular labor system in (    ) units�
�� � � � � aÃµ¶NVÀÄ	� � � �ÅÆ"aÃµ¶NVÀ� �

Ç If a 1-year irregular labor system is adopted, attach a copy of a yearly corporate calendar with translations in the technical intern’s native language 
and a copy of the letter of agreement concerning the irregular labor system that was submitted to the Labour Standards Inspection Office. 
=xÅÆ"aÃµ¶NVÀ�È$DE�6]^(��ÉC�Ê)"xVËÌÍÎ�"ÏDnoµ¶��ÐÑ�ÒÓÔÕ-aÃµ¶

NVÀ(�56ÖZ'"ÏD�!×56��

� � � �� Shift system: Combination of the following work hours�
ØÙÀ�DE�¿"Ú²NV"Û�^ÜÝ(?6��

� �������Starting time (__:__)  Ending time (__:__)� (Applicable days:    Work break: ___ mins.  Scheduled working hours per day: __hrs. __ mins.)
� �������M®	� � N� � ¹�� W®	� � N� � ¹�� 	Â$X� � ÞßNV� �� ¹� � =X"�Zµ¶NV�����NV����¹«�

� �������Starting time (__:__)  Ending time (__:__)� (Applicable days:    Work break: ___ mins.  Scheduled working hours per day: __hrs. __ mins.)
� �������M®	� � N� � ¹�� W®	� � N� � ¹�� 	Â$X� � ÞßNV� �� ¹� � =X"�Zµ¶NV�����NV����¹«�

� �������Starting time (__:__)  Ending time (__:__)� (Applicable days:    Work break: ___ mins.  Scheduled working hours per day: __hrs. __ mins.)
� �������M®	� � N� � ¹�� W®	� � N� � ¹�� 	Â$X� � ÞßNV� �� ¹� � =X"�Zµ¶NV�����NV����¹«�

��p��Work break: (      ) mins. 
ÞßNV	� � � � �¹�

��à��Scheduled working hours per week: ___ hrs. ___ mins. (Scheduled working hours per annum: _____ hrs.)�
=áV"�Zµ¶NV¸������� � NV� � ¹� �	xVâ�Zµ¶NV¸� � � � � �NV���

� ã��Number of working days per annum (1st year: _____ days; 2nd year: _____ days; 3rd year: _____ days)�
xVâ�Zµ¶X¸�����������	=xä� � � X�pxä� � � X�àxä� � � X��

��å��Overtime work: � Yes� � � No 
�ZNVæµ¶"w�� �� w� � �� ��

�������See Articles __ to __, Articles __ to __, and Articles __ to __ of the Rules of Employment for details. 
�������çè��®é�� ê� � %�ê� � %�ê� � %�ê� � %�ê� � � %�ê� � %�

JITCO Format 10-39
����� �� 	
���
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�

�ëë�Days Off 
Þ� X�

     {Regular days off: Every ______, Japan’s national holidays, others (      )� {(Total number of days off per annum: ___ days) 
������ ZìXíîá� � � ïX�X7"Cð"ñX�t"ò	� � � � ���� �	xV^óÞXX¸� �������������� � X��

� � �{Additional days off: ___ days per week/month, others (       ) 
(Attach a copy of a yearly corporate calendar with translations in the technical intern’s native language)

ôZìXíá{yõ-@� � � X�t"ò	� � � �»ÉC�Ê)"xVËÌÍÎ�ÏD�!×56��

�������See Articles __ to __, Articles __ to __, and Articles __ to __ of the Rules of Employment for details. 
� � ����çè��®é�� ê� � %�ê� � %�ê� � � %�ê� � %�

�ö�Leave�
Þ� ÷�

�����=�Annual paid leave: After working consecutively for 6 months ø _____ days 
x¿wùÞ÷� � �úgyûüÚ²D-]^����������������ø� � � X�

��������������������������Annual paid leave prior to working consecutively for 6 months (� Yes  � No) 
��������������������������ûüÚ²úgy
."x¿wùÞ÷� � � � � � � � � � � �	� �w� � � ���

��������������������������ø _____ days after _____ months 
ø� � � gy�ýj� � � X�

�

�����p�Other leave entitlements: Paid (          ) Unpaid (          )�
t"ò"Þ÷� � � � � wù	� � � � �� ��ù	� � � � ����

�����������See Articles __ to __, Articles __ to __, and Articles __ to __ of the Rules of Employment for details. 
������������çè��®é�� ê� � %�ê� � %�ê� � � %�ê� � %�

�þ�Wage�
�� ��

�

=�Basic wage: ��Monthly wage (          yen)� � ��Daily wage (          yen)� � ��Hourly wage (          yen) 
�7��� � � � � y� ù� � 	� � � � � � ���������X� ù� �	� � � � � � ��� � � NVù� � 	� � � � � � ���

�������������������� � � � (Details are as provided in the attachment.)�
����������������� ��� � �	çè� �"�d@���
�

p�Allowances (excluding additional pay for overtime work) 
��õ	NVæµ¶"�	���
§�� � � �

(__________ allowance, __________ allowance, __________ allowance) 
	� � � � � � �õ�� � � � � � �õ�� � � � � � �õ��

�������������������� � � � (Details are as provided in the attachment.)�
����������������� ��� � �	çè� �"�d@��

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

��à�Additional payment rates for overtime work, work on days off, and work late at night�
�ZNVæ�ÞX���µ¶(�DE��Ü,6�	������ �

�����	��Overtime work:  Work outside statutory working hours� � � � � � � (     )%� �
�ZNVæ����Z�� � ����������������������� � � � � � 	����� ���

Work outside statutory working hours exceeding 60 hrs. (     )%
�Z��NV�� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �	� � � ���

Work outside prescribed working hours              (     )% 
�Z�	� � � ���

� �� 	��Work on days off:  Statutory holidays (     )%     Non-statutory holidays (     )%�
Þ� � X�� �������ZÞX� 	� � � ������ �ZæÞX� 	� � � ���

� ���	��Work late at night: (     )% 
�� � 	� � � ���

�ã�Closing day of wage period: (      ) ___ of every month, (      ) ___ of every month�
��3�X������ �����	� � � ��îy� � X���	� � � ��îy� � X�

��������������������� �
�å�Wage payment date: (      ) ___ of every month, (      ) ___ of every month�

����X������	� � � ��îy� � X�	� � � ��îy� � X�

�

�ú�Method of wage payment: � Cash     � Bank transfer�
���������������������� �� � � !"��

�#�Deductions from wage payment in accordance with labor-management agreement: � No   � Yes   (Details are as provided in the attachment.) 
µ$ÖZ(�%§����N"&
�� ������������������������������� � �� � � w���	çè� �"�d@��

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
�'�Wage raise: � Yes (Timing, amount, etc.          ),  ��No�

(� ù����� w	NU��)G� � � � � � ��� � � ��

�*�Bonus: � Yes (Timing, amount, etc.          ),  ��No�
+� ,�� w	NU��)G� � � � � � ��� �� ��

�º��Termination allowance: � Yes (Timing, amount, etc.          ),  ��No�
-��� � � � � � ��� w	NU��)G� � � � � � ��� �� ��

�
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�

�.�Termination of Employment 
-�(�56h/���

����=�Voluntary termination (Notify president, plant manager, or other superior at least two weeks in advance.)�
012^-�"�ü	-�56páV
34(£5{6]5G(ÓÔ67���

����p�Dismissal�
8#"hino�ü�

The accepting organization may dismiss a technical intern only when a compelling reason exists, after giving 30 days prior notice or upon paying 
no less than the average wage for 30 days of labor to the technical intern. 
When dismissing a technical intern for reasons attributable to the technical intern, the accepting organization may do so immediately without prior 
notice or payment of average wage compensation upon receiving approval from the head of the competent Labour Standards Inspection Office. 
8#��9��Ic�hi8ª6]^(g:@;c§�Pà<X4(Y=�56g���à<X¹
3">?�����QE8#5

6������"@(A5°±hi(�%�E8#56]^(���Bµ¶��ÐÑ�5"CZ�DÔ67�(?@Y=P>?��

"��PEÜFGN8#+,67�Pª@I6��

��See Articles __ to __ and Articles __ to __ of the Rules of Employment for details.�
çè��®é�� ê� � %�ê� � %�ê� � %�ê� � %�

�

H�Others
t"ò�

����{Subscription to social insurance 
£¢vI"JB¤¥

(� Employees’ pension insurance  � National pension insurance  � Health insurance  � National health insurance) 
	��K�x��������������������� Cðx������������������ LMvI� ������� CðLMvI� ���������

����{Application of labor insurance (� Employment insurance  � Workmen’s accident compensation insurance) 
µ¶vI"Â$� ������� 	� #$vI� � �� ������� µNvI��������������������������� ��

��� {Medical checkup at the time of employment: _____ (year)_______ (month)�
#B,N"LMO�� � � � � ����� ����� � � x� � ��� y� � � �

�� {First routine medical checkup: ______ (year)_______ (month)  (thereafter, every _________)�
PQ"ZULMO�         � � � x� ����� � �y� ��(t"R� � S�(��)��

�����

�

�

{Signature of technical intern�
DTU»����� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

�

�

�
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Attachment�
 � ��

Wage Payment 
��"����

�

�

=�Basic wage: � Monthly wage (        yen)   � Daily wage (        yen)   � Hourly wage (        yen) 

�7��� � � y� ù��	� � � � � � �������X� ù�	� � � � � � �������NVù�	� � � � � � ���

����������������������Wage per hour (�         � yen)�

�����	
��� ��������� ���

�

�

p�Amount and method of calculation of allowances (excluding additional payment for overtime work) 

��õ")noóV���	NVæµ¶"�	���
§��

���	���(            allowance: __________ yen / Method of calculation:                                )�

	�� � � � � � ��õ� � � � � � � � �W� óV��X� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

�� 	���(            allowance: __________ yen / Method of calculation:                                )�

	���������������õ� � � � � � � � �W� óV��X� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

���	���(            allowance: __________ yen / Method of calculation:                                ) 

	���������������õ� � � � � � � � �W� óV��X� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

���	Y��(            allowance: __________ yen / Method of calculation:                                ) 

	���������������õ� � � � � � � � �W� óV��X� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ��

�

�

à�Estimated monthly payment (1 + 2): Approx.  � � � � � � � � yen (total)�

=Zyõ-@"������������ ���� � � � � � � � �����

�

�

ã�Items to be deducted at the time of wage payment 

����N(&
56/ä�

����	��Tax: Approx.  � � � � � � yen    	b�Employment insurance premium: Approx.  � � � � � � � � yen

[� ��	2������ �� �� ����������#� $� v� I� \�������������	2� ���������������

����	��Social insurance premium: Approx.  � � � � � � yen 	Y�Meal expenses:   � � � � � � yen�

£� ¢� v� I� \� �������	2����������������������]� ^� � ����	� � � � � � ���

����	_�Housing expenses:  � � � � � � yen�

`� a� ^� � � 	����������� ���

����	b�Others        (Utility fees): Approx.  � � � � � yen      (            ) Approx.  � � � � � yen

t"ò������	cdef^��	2������������ ����	� � ���� � � �	2� ��� � � ���

(             ) Approx.  � � � � � yen   (             ) Approx.  � � � � � yen
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